I move that the WVU Faculty Senate approve and endorse the proposed General Education Requirement, including
1) replacing the existing GEC with a new arrangement grouped into seven broad areas, with an eighth requirement (Depth) of nine hours, as outlined in Exhibits A (Proposed revision of the Registrar’s page), B (Straw model of course groupings), and C (Example of Depth combinations with existing courses);
2) rescinding the Writing requirement and replacing it with development of writing and communication skills as determined by colleges or units;
3) endorsing the LEAP Outcomes, and including integrated assessments of those outcomes, skills, and knowledge within the first-year and Capstone courses;
4) establishing a subcommittee of faculty and administrators to develop the specifics of the program, and to guide the implementation of these changes by the Fall semester of 2015;
5) presenting a progress report on implementation to Senate in September 2014.